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Traditional piercing of corporate veil is a theory in corporate law, the theory be 
invented by United States, Its history longer than a century. In long time practice, the 
theoretical meaning about traditional piercing has been consummated and deepened 
continuously. Subsequently, the invention of reverse piercing is base on the theory of 
traditional piercing, reverse piercing as “a new theory” has different functions and 
effect with traditional piercing. 
Presently, Chinese corporate law has not any prescripts about reverse piercing of 
corporate veil, although there are some cases on reverse piercing, but court not 
according as theory of reverse piercing to pierce corporate veil, the court adjudged to 
pierce the corporate veil only by equity and honesty or provision of traditional 
piercing. In most other countries happened that traditional piercing be comprehended 
and applied well than reverse piercing, this situation just like China. For instance, the 
parent or shareholder can’t claim to pierce the corporate veil, it’s means that Japan not 
permits insider reverse piercing. Compare to other countries, the theory of reverse 
piercing is developed best in United States, so author will analyze representive cases 
about reverse piercing and find what kinds of situation the theory can be applied and 
find out trend of reverse piercing, and then try to analyze and solve some problems in 
this field, such as analyzing theories about reverse piercing and worth of reverse 
piercing. 
At last, based on study that is finished above, refer to the theory and practice that 
about reverse piercing in United States and link to Chinese situation to offer good 
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